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(54) Power converter and air conditioner having the same

(57) The present invention relates to a power con-
verter and an air conditioner having the same. The power
converter includes a rectifying unit configured to rectify
an input AC current, an interleave converter having a
plurality converters and to convert rectified power to a
DC power and to output the converted DC power, a ca-

pacitor connected to an output terminal of the interleave
converter, and a converter controller configured to control
the interleave converter, wherein the converter controller
changes operating converters in the interleave converter
based on a load level of both terminals of the capacitor,
thereby permitting efficient operation in a variety of loads.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a power con-
verter and an air conditioner having the same. More spe-
cifically, the present invention relates to a power convert-
er which is operable at different loads efficiently, and an
air conditioner having the same.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] The air conditioner is machine installed in a
space, such as a room, a living room, an office or a store
for controlling a temperature, humidity, cleanness, and
an air flow of the space for maintaining a comfortable
room environment.
[0003] In general, in the air conditioners, there are unit
type air conditioners and split type air conditioners.
Though functionally the same, the unit type air condition-
er has a cooling function and a heat dissipation function
integrated therein to install in a recess in a wall or in a
window of a house, and the split type air conditioner has
an indoor unit installed in a room for cooling or heating
the room, and an outdoor unit installed outdoors for heat
dissipation and compression, wherein the indoor unit and
the outdoor unit are connected with refrigerant pipelines.
[0004] In the meantime, as requirements for high per-
formance and high efficiency air conditioners become
the higher, there have been different efforts attempted.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Accordingly, the present invention has been
made in an effort to solve the aforementioned problems,
and it is an object of the present invention to provide a
power converter which is operable at different loads ef-
ficiently, and an air conditioner having the same.
[0006] The above objects of the present invention are
achieved by the features defined in the claims.
[0007] To achieve the objects of the present invention,
a power converter includes a rectifying unit configured
to rectify an input AC current, an interleave converter
having a plurality of converters and to convert rectified
power to a DC power and to output the converted DC
power, a capacitor connected to an output terminal of the
interleave converter, and a converter controller config-
ured to control the interleave converter, wherein the con-
verter controller changes operating converters in the in-
terleave converter based on a load level of both terminals
of the capacitor.
[0008] In another aspect of the present invention, an
air conditioner includes a compressor, and a power con-
verter configured to supply power to a motor in the com-
pressor, wherein the power converter includes a rectifier
configured to rectify an input AC current, an interleave

converter having a plurality of converters and to convert
rectified power to a DC power and to output the converted
DC power, a capacitor connected to an output terminal
of the interleave converter, and a converter controller
configured to control the interleave converter, wherein
the converter controller changes operating converters in
the interleave converter based on a load level of both
terminals of the capacitor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a configura-
tion of an air conditioner in accordance with a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic view illustrating the air condi-
tioner in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the power con-
verter in the outdoor unit in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is an exemplary circuit diagram illustrating the
converter in the power converter in FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example of
the converter controller in FIG. 4;
FIG. 6A is a graph illustrating load regions of a power
converter;
FIG. 6B is a graph illustrating power vs. power factor
of respective regions in FIG. 6A;
FIGS. 7A and 7B are circuit diagrams illustrating op-
eration of the power converter in FIG. 4, respectively;
FIGS. 8A and 8B are reference circuit diagrams for
describing operation of the first converter in FIG. 4;
FIG. 9 illustrates an inverter circuit in the power con-
verter in FIG. 3;
FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating the inverter
controller in FIG. 9;
FIG. 11 is another exemplary circuit diagram illus-
trating the converter in the power converter in FIG. 3;
FIGS. 12A and 12B are block diagrams illustrating
the converter controllers in FIG. 11, respectively;
FIG. 13 is a graph illustrating load regions of a power
converter;
FIGS. 14A to 14C are circuit diagrams illustrating
operation of the power converter in FIG. 11, respec-
tively; and
FIGS. 15A and 15B are reference circuit diagrams
for describing operation of the first converter in FIG.
11.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0010] In what follows, a power converter and an air
conditioner having the same according to preferred em-
bodiments of the present invention will be described in
detail with reference to the appended drawings.
[0011] Since suffixes "module" and "unit" to names of
elements used in following description are given taking
easy write up of the specification into account simply, no
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important meaning or role is given thereto. Therefore,
the "module" and "unit" may be used mixed with each
other.
[0012] FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a con-
figuration of an air conditioner in accordance with a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention, and FIG. 2
is a schematic view illustrating the air conditioner in FIG.
1.
[0013] Referring to FIG. 4, the air conditioner 100 in-
cludes an outdoor unit 150 and an indoor unit 170.
[0014] The outdoor unit 150 is operated in a cooling
mode or a heating mode for supplying refrigerant to the
indoor unit 170 in response to demand from the indoor
unit 170 connected thereto or an external control order.
[0015] For this, the outdoor unit 150 includes a com-
pressor 152 for compressing the refrigerant, a compres-
sor motor 152b for driving the compressor, an outdoor
heat exchanger 154 for dissipating heat from com-
pressed refrigerant, an outdoor fan unit 155 having an
outdoor fan 155a arranged to one side of the outdoor
heat exchanger 154 for accelerating the heat dissipation
from the refrigerant and a motor 5b for rotating the out-
door fan 155a, an expansion device 156 for expanding
condensed refrigerant, a cooling/heating change-over
valve 160 for changing a flow path of the compressed
refrigerant, and an accumulator 153 for temporary stor-
age of gas refrigerant for supplying refrigerant at a fixed
pressure to the compressor after removal of water and
foreign matter from the refrigerant. The compressor 152
may be one of an inverter compressor, and a constant
speed compressor.
[0016] Moreover, the outdoor unit 150 may further in-
clude at least one pressure sensor (Not shown) for meas-
uring a pressure of the refrigerant, and at least one tem-
perature sensor (Not shown) for measuring a tempera-
ture.
[0017] The indoor unit 170 includes an indoor heat ex-
changer 208 arranged to a room for cooling or heating a
room, and an indoor fan unit 209 having an indoor fan
209a arranged to one side of the indoor heat exchanger
208 for accelerating heat dissipation from the refrigerant,
and a motor 209b for rotating the indoor fan 209a. There
may be at least one indoor heat exchanger 208 installed
in the room.
[0018] Moreover, the indoor unit 170 may further in-
clude an outlet (Not shown) for discharging heat ex-
changed air, and a wind direction controller (Not shown)
for controlling opening/closing of the outlet (Not shown)
and a direction of the air being discharged. For an exam-
ple, a vane may be mounted for opening/closing at least
one of an air inlet (Not shown) and the air outlet (Not
shown) as well as guiding the air. The vane may, not only
open/close the air inlet and the air outlet, but also guide
a direction of the air being drawn in or discharged.
[0019] In the meantime, the indoor unit 170 may control
an air flow rate being drawn in or discharged by control-
ling a rotation speed of the indoor fan 209a.
[0020] And, the indoor unit 170 may further include a

display unit (Not shown) for displaying an operation state
and information set to the indoor unit 170, and an input
unit (Not shown) for inputting data to be set. Also, the
indoor unit 170 may further include an indoor temperature
sensing unit (Not shown) for sensing a room temperature,
and a human body sensing unit (Not shown) for sensing
a human body present to a room space.
[0021] In the meantime, the air conditioner 100 may
be configured as a room cooler for cooling the room, or
as a heat pump for cooling or heating the room.
[0022] In the meantime, though the specification de-
scribes the indoor unit 170 taking a stand type as an
example, a ceiling type or a wall mounting type may also
viable, or a variety of modes, such as a unit type which
has no individual outdoor unit or an indoor unit, may also
viable.
[0023] In the meantime, refrigerant pipelines are con-
nected between the indoor unit 170 and the outdoor unit
150, for discharging refrigerated/heated air to the room
from the indoor unit 170 depending on circulation of the
refrigerant. In this case, the one outdoor unit 150 may be
connected to a plurality of the indoor units 170, or at least
one indoor unit may be connected to each of a plurality
of the outdoor units.
[0024] The indoor unit 170 and the outdoor unit 150
may have communication lines connected therebetween
for transmission/reception of a control order according
to a predetermined communication system.
[0025] In the meantime, the compressor 152 may be
driven by drive power supplied thereto through a power
converter 200. In detail, the drive power may be supplied
to the motor in the compressor 152 from the power con-
verter 200.
[0026] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the power
converter in the outdoor unit in FIG. 1, and FIG. 4 is a
circuit diagram illustrating the converter in the power con-
verter in FIG. 3.
[0027] The power converter 200 in accordance with a
preferred embodiment of the present invention may in-
clude a filter unit 403, a rectifying unit 405, a converter
410, a converter controller 415, a capacitor C, an inverter
420, and an inverter controller 430.
[0028] The filter unit 403 may be arranged between an
input AC power source 201 and the rectifying unit 405,
for filtering out a harmonic current from the input AC pow-
er source 201 or the power converter 200. For this, the
filter unit 403 may have an inductor which is an inductive
device, and a capacitor which is a capacitive device. For
an example, the filter unit 403 may have an LCL filter with
the inductor, the capacitor and the inductor.
[0029] The rectifying unit 405 receives the input AC
power 201 from the filter unit 403 and rectifies the same.
Though FIG. 4 illustrates the rectifying unit 405 for single
phase AC power, having four diodes Da, Db, Dc, and Db
used in a bridge mode, a variety of embodiments are
viable.
[0030] The converter 410 converts the power rectified
at the rectifying unit 405 to DC power and outputs the
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same. Particularly, the converter 410 outputs the DC
power to a capacitor C arranged at output terminals of
the converter 410.
[0031] The embodiment of the present invention sug-
gests using an interleave converter (Cascade converter)
having a plurality of converters 410a, 410b, ---- as the
converter 410. Though an interleave boost converter, an
interleave buck boost converter, an interleave buck con-
verter and so on are viable as the interleave converter,
the specification will be described focused on the inter-
leave boost converter.
[0032] The plurality of boost converters 410a, 410b, ---
- in the interleave boost converter 410 are connected in
parallel, for performing interleaved operation. As the plu-
rality of boost converters connected in parallel to one
another perform interleaved voltage control, voltage con-
trol by current distribution is possible. According to this,
an endurance of a circuit device in the interleave boost
converter 410 can be improved, and ripple of an input
current can be reduced.
[0033] For an example, if a first boost converter 410a
and a second boost converter 410b connected in parallel
to each other in the interleave boost converter 410 per-
form interleaved operation, since a first switching ele-
ment S1 in the first boost converter 410a and a second
switching element S2 in the second boost converter 410b
are turned on/off with a 180degree phase difference from
each other electrically, a switching loss takes place, con-
sequently. The switching loss taken place thus performs
efficiency at a low load region lower than efficiency at a
high load region.
[0034] In order to improve the problem, the embodi-
ment of the present invention suggests changing a
number of operating interleaved converters according to
a load level of both terminals of the capacitor which are
output terminals of the interleaved converters for increas-
ing operation efficiency of entire region.
[0035] Especially, the interleave converter 410 is con-
trolled such that the first boost converter 410a is operated
at the low load region, and the first boost converter 410a
and the second boost converter 410b are operated at the
high load region. The interleave convertor 410 of such a
configuration is illustrated in FIG. 4.
[0036] In the meantime, as the switching element used
in the interleave boost converter, an MOSFET (metal ox-
ide semiconductor field effect transistor), an IGBT (insu-
lated gate bipolar mode transistor), and so on may be
used.
[0037] In the meantime, though all of the boost con-
verters 410a, 410b, ---- in the interleave converter 410
may be embodied of, but not limited to, the same type
switching elements, for an example, the MOSFET or IG-
BT, other types of switching elements may also used. In
detail, the MOSFET device may be used for the first boost
converter 410a, and the IGBT device may be used for
the second boost converter 410b. Particularly, if the
MOSFET device is used for the first boost converter
which is operated at the low load region, fast switching

is possible enabling to improve operation efficiency, and
if the IGBT device is used for the second boost converter
410b which is operated at the high load region, the inter-
leave converter 410 may perform stable operation.
[0038] Of the plurality of boost converters 410, FIG. 4
illustrates the first boost converter 410a and the second
boost converter 410b. The boost converter 410 will be
described focused on the first boost converter 410a and
the second boost converter 410b.
[0039] The first boost converter 410a may include a
first diode D1 having one terminal connected to the ca-
pacitor C, a first inductor L1 connected between the first
diode D1 and the rectifying unit 405, and a first boost
switching element S1 connected to the first inductor L1
and the first diode D1 in parallel.
[0040] In the meantime, the second boost converter
410b may include a second diode D2 having one terminal
connected to the capacitor C, a second inductor L2 con-
nected between the second diode D2 and the rectifying
unit 405, and a second boost switching element S2 con-
nected to the second inductor L2 and the second diode
D2 in parallel.
[0041] If the first boost converter 410a and the second
boost converter 410b connected to each other in parallel
to perform interleaved operation, performing the first
switching element S1 in the first boost converter 410a
and the second switching element S2 in the second boost
converter 410b to be turned on/off with a 180degree
phase difference electrically, a switching loss takes
place, accordingly. The switching loss taken place in this
time performs efficiency at the low load region lower than
efficiency at the high load region.
[0042] In order to improve such a problem, the embod-
iment of the present invention suggests changing a
number of operating converters in the interleave convert-
er according to a load level on the both terminals of the
capacitor which are output terminals of the interleave
converter 410, thereby improving operation efficiency for
entire load regions.
[0043] Especially, the interleave converter 410 is con-
trolled such that the first boost converter 410a is operated
in the low load region, and the first boost converter 410a
and the second boost converter 410b are operated in the
high load region.
[0044] For this, the converter controller 415 divides a
load region into the low load region Ae1 (See FIG. 6A)
and the high load region Ae2 (See FIG. 6A) according to
a load of a voltage at the both terminals of the capacitor
C to control the interleave converter 410 such that only
the first boost switching element S1 in the first converter
410a is operated in the low load region, and the first boost
switching element S1 and the second boost switching
element S2 are operated alternately such that the first
converter 410a and the second converter 410b perform
interleaved operation in the high load region.
[0045] In the meantime, the first converter 410a and
the second converter 410b are connected in parallel to
each other and operable in boost modes. The boost mode
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operation will be described in detail later, with reference
to FIGS. 8A and 8B.
[0046] In the meantime, the first boost switching ele-
ment S1 in the first boost converter 410a and the second
boost switching element S2 in the second boost convert-
er 410b may be identical switching elements, for an ex-
ample, the MOSFET or the IGBT.
[0047] On the other hand, the first boost switching el-
ement S1 in the first boost converter 410a and the second
boost switching element S2 in the second boost convert-
er 410b may also be switching elements different from
each other.
[0048] For an example, if only the first boost switching
element S1 in the first boost converter 410a is operated
in the low load region, the first boost switching element
S1 may be the MOSFET for performing high efficiency
power conversion, and the second boost switching ele-
ment S2 which is operated in the high load region may
be the IGBT.
[0049] And, the power converter 200 may further in-
clude an input voltage detector A for detecting an output
terminal voltage of the rectifying unit 405, an output volt-
age detector B for detecting an output terminal voltage
of the interleave boost converter 410, i.e., a voltage of a
DC terminal capacitor C, and a current detector F1 and
F2 for detecting a current flowing to the inductor L1 and
L2 in the interleave boost converter 410.
[0050] The input voltage detector A may detect an out-
put terminal voltage of the rectifying unit 405. For this,
the input voltage detector A may include a resistor device,
an amplifier, and so on. An input voltage Vc1 to be de-
tected, being a pulse mode discrete signal, may be in-
putted to the convertor controller 415.
[0051] The output voltage detector B, i.e., the DC ter-
minal voltage detector B may detect an output terminal
voltage of the interleave boost converter 410, particularly,
an opposite terminal voltage Vdc of the capacitor C.
[0052] The capacitor C is arranged between the invert-
er 420 and the load 205 for storing an output DC power
of the interleave converter thereto. Though the drawing
illustrates one device as the smoothing capacitor C, a
plurality of devices may be provided for securing device
stability. In the meantime, since a DC current is stored
in the capacitor C, the both terminals of the capacitor C
may be named as DC terminals or DC link terminals.
[0053] If the load is defined to include the inverter 420
and the motor 205, it may be shown that the load 205 is
connected to the both terminals of the capacitor C in the
power converter as shown in the drawing. According to
this, the DC terminal voltage Vdc may be the same with
a load 205 voltage. The output voltage Vdc to be detect-
ed, being a pulse mode discrete signal, may be inputted
to the converter controller 415.
[0054] The first current detector F1 may detect a cur-
rent iL1 flowing to the first inductor L1 in the first boost
converter 410a, and the second current detector F2 may
detect a current iL2 flowing to the second inductor L2 in
the second boost converter 410b. For these, CTS (Cur-

rent Transformers), shunt resistors and the like may be
used as the first and second current detectors F1 and
F2. The input AC current iL1, and iL2 to be detected, being
pulse mode discrete signals, may be inputted to the con-
verter controller 415.
[0055] In the meantime, the converter controller 415
may include a first converter controller (Not shown) for
controlling the first boost converter 410a, and a second
converter controller (Not shown) for controlling the sec-
ond boost converter 410b.
[0056] The converter controller 415 may calculate the
load on the both terminals of the capacitor based on at
least one of the first and second input currents iL1 and
iL2 detected by the first and second current detectors F1
and F2 and the DC terminal voltage Vdc detected by the
DC terminal voltage detector B. And, if the calculated
load falls under the low load region, the converter con-
troller 415 may control a turn on/turn off timing of the first
boost switching element S1 in the first boost converter
410a.
[0057] In the meantime, if the calculated load falls un-
der the high load region, the converter controller 415 may
control to operate both the first and second boost con-
verters 410a and 410b. That is, the converter controller
415 may control a turn on/turn off timing of the first boost
switching element S1 in the first boost converter 410a,
and a turn on/turn off timing of the second boost switching
element S2 in the second boost converter 410b. In this
case, the first boost converter 410a and the second boost
converter 410b may perform interleaved operation.
[0058] The inverter 420 has a plurality of inverter
switching elements for converting the DC current Vdc
smoothened by the turn on/turn off operation of the
switching element into a three phase power va, vb, and
vc of a predetermined frequency and outputting the same
to a three phase synchronous motor 250. In this case,
the motor 250 may be a motor in the compressor.
[0059] The inverter controller 430 outputs an inverter
switching control signal Sic to the inverter 420 for con-
trolling switching operation of the inverter 420. The in-
verter switching control signal Sic, being a PWM switch-
ing control signal, is generated and output based on an
output current value i0 detected by the output current
detector (E in FIG. 9).
[0060] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the con-
verter controller 415 in FIG. 4.
[0061] Referring to FIG. 5, the converter controller 415
may include a current command generator 510, a voltage
command generator 520, and a switching control signal
output unit 530.
[0062] The current command generator 510 may gen-
erate d-, q-axis current command value i*d, i*q with a PI
controller or the like based on the DC terminal voltage
Vdc detected by the output voltage detector B, i.e., the
DC terminal voltage detector B and a DC terminal voltage
command value V*dc.
[0063] The voltage command generator 520 generates
d-, q-axis voltage command value v*d, v*q with the PI
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controller or the like based on the d-, q-axis current com-
mand value i*d, i*q and the first and the detected second
input currents iL1, iL2.
[0064] The switching control signal output unit 530 out-
puts a first converter switching control signal Scc1 and
a second converter switching control signal Scc2 to the
first boost converter 410a and the second boost convert-
er 410b respectively for driving the first boost switching
element S1 in the first boost converter 410a and the sec-
ond boost switching element S2 in the second boost con-
verter 410b based on the d-, q-axis voltage command
value v*d, v*q.
[0065] At the end, the converter controller 415 calcu-
lates the load based on the DC terminal voltage Vdc de-
tected by the DC terminal voltage detector B and the first
input current iL1 and the second input current iL2 detected
by the first current detector F1 and the second current
detector F2, and outputs the first converter switching con-
trol signal Scc1 to the first boost converter 410a for driving
the first switching element S1 if the calculated load falls
under the low load region.
[0066] In the meantime, if the calculated load falls un-
der the high load region, the converter controller 415 out-
puts the first converter switching control signal Scc1 and
the second converter switching control signal Scc2 to the
first boost converter 410a and the second boost convert-
er 410b respectively for interleaved driving of the first
switching element S1 and the second switching element
S2.
[0067] FIG. 6A is a graph illustrating load regions of a
power converter.
[0068] The converter controller 415 may calculate the
load on the both terminals of the capacitor based on at
least one of the first and second input currents iL1 and
iL2 detected by the first and second current detectors F1
and F2 and the DC terminal voltage Vdc detected by the
DC terminal voltage detector B. In this case, the load may
be electric power.
[0069] The converter controller 415 may determine
that the load is a low load if the calculated load is lower
than a first electric power level Px, and the load is a high
load if the calculated load is higher than the first electric
power level Px. Or, the converter controller 415 may de-
termine that the load is a low load if the calculated load
is lower than the first electric power level Px, and the load
is a high load if the calculated load is higher than a second
electric power level which is higher than the first electric
power level Px.
[0070] According to this, as shown in FIG. 6A, the load
205 may be divided into a low load region Ae1, and a
high load region Ae2. In the meantime, in this case, the
first electric power level Px may be stored in a memory
(Not shown) in the power converter 200.
[0071] In the meantime, the first electric power level
Px is variable with an operation condition, and the like.
For an example, if a highest load used for a predeter-
mined time period is below a predetermined value, the
first electric power level Px may be lowered.

[0072] FIG. 6B is a graph illustrating power vs. power
factor of respective regions in FIG. 6A.
[0073] Referring to FIG. 6B, a load lower than the first
electric power level Px may fall under the low load region
Ae1, and a load higher than the first electric power level
Px may fall under the high load region Ae2.
[0074] In the meantime, of the interleave boost con-
verter, if only the first boost converter 410a is in operation,
load vs. operation efficiency (Power factor) may be illus-
trated as an LP1 curve, and, of the interleave boost con-
verter, if both of the first and second boost converters
410a and 410b are in operation, the load vs. operation
efficiency may be illustrated as an LP2 curve.
[0075] Referring to the LP1 curve and the LP2 curve,
it may note that, if both of the first and second boost
converters 410a and 410b are in operation, the operation
efficiency is low due to a switching loss in the low load
region, and, if only the first boost converter 410a is in
operation, the operation efficiency is low in the high load
region.
[0076] In order to improve this in the embodiment of
the present invention, the interleave boost converter is
controlled such that only the first boost converter 410a
is operated in the low load region with reference to the
first electric power level Px, and both the first and second
boost converters 410a and 410b are operated in the high
load region with reference to the first electric power level
Px.
[0077] Eventually, as shown with a thick solid line in
FIG. 6B, the operation efficiency of the rectifier 200 can
be improved in comparison to the load. Especially, the
operation efficiency can be improved for a whole load
region.
[0078] FIGS. 7A and 7B are circuit diagrams illustrating
operation of the power converter in FIG. 4, respectively.
[0079] FIG. 7A illustrates operation of only the first
boost converter 410a in the low load region.
[0080] If the calculated load is lower than the first elec-
tric power level Px, determining that the load is the low
load, the converter controller 415 may control to operate
only the first boost converter 410a.
[0081] The first boost switching element S1 in the first
boost converter 410a is turned on by the first converter
switching control signal Scc1 from the converter control-
ler 415. According to this, a current is accumulated at the
first inductor for outputting energy accumulated in the
first inductor to the capacitor C when the first boost
switching element S1 is turned off.
[0082] Thus, when the load is low, by performing only
the first boost switching element S1 to be in operation
and the second boost switching element S2 in the second
boost converter 410b not to be in operation, the switching
loss can be reduced, and, by performing only the first
boost switching element S1 to be in operation, since an
output DC voltage can be lowered further, the operation
efficiency can be improved.
[0083] Next, FIG. 7B illustrates operation of the first
boost converter 410a and the second boost converter
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410b in the high load region.
[0084] Determining that the load is in the high load if
the calculated load is higher than the first electric power
level Px, the converter controller 415 may control the first
boost converter 410a and the second boost converter
410b to perform interleaved operation.
[0085] The first boost switching element S1 in the first
boost converter 410a is turned on by the first converter
switching control signal Scc1 from the converter control-
ler 415. In this case, the second boost switching element
S2 in the second boost converter 410b may be turned off.
[0086] Then, when the first boost switching element
S1 is turned off, the second boost switching element S2
in the second boost converter 410b is turned on by the
second converter switching control signal Scc2 from the
second converter controller 415b.
[0087] Thus, by performing the first boost converter
410a and the second boost converter 410b to perform
interleaved operation when the load is high, the input
current ripple and noise can be reduced. Moreover, the
operation efficiency can be improved even in the high
load region.
[0088] At the end, by changing a number of the oper-
ating converters for respective loads with the interleave
converter, effective operation of the power converter can
be made possible in a variety of loads. Particularly, the
compressor or the like having a large variation of the load
can be operated, efficiently.
[0089] FIGS. 8A and 8B are reference circuit diagrams
for describing operation of the first converter in FIG. 4.
[0090] FIGS. 8A and 8B illustrate the first boost con-
verter 410a operated in a boost mode.
[0091] FIG. 8A illustrates a current Ia flowing to a
closed loop constructed of the first inductor L1 and the
first boost switching element S1 if the first boost switching
element S1 in the first boost converter 410a is turned on.
According to this, energy is accumulated at the first in-
ductor L1 based on the current Ia. In this case, the first
diode D1 is not conductive.
[0092] FIG. 8B illustrates the first diode D1 become
conductive if the first boost switching element S1 in the
first boost converter 410a is turned off to perform a cur-
rent Ib to flow through the first inductor L1 and the first
diode D1. The current Ib may be a sum of the energy
accumulated at the first inductor L1 in FIG. 8A and the
current based on the input AC power source 201.
[0093] That is, the first boost switching element S1 in
the first boost converter 410a is turned on/off, i.e., pulse
width modulated.
[0094] Since operation of the second converter is iden-
tical to the operation illustrated in FIGS. 8A and 8B, de-
tailed description will be omitted.
[0095] FIG. 9 illustrates an inverter circuit in the power
converter in FIG. 3.
[0096] The inverter 420 has upper switching elements
Sa, Sb, Sc connected in series and lower switching ele-
ments S’a, S’b, S’c connected in series, which construe
one pair, to have total three pairs of upper and lower

switching elements Sa&S’a, Sb&S’b, Sc&S’c connected
in parallel to each other. Each of the switching elements
Sa, S’a, Sb, S’b, Sc. S’c has a diode connected thereto
in an antiparallel.
[0097] The switching elements in the inverter 420 are
turned on/off in response to a switching control signal Sic
from the controller 430.
[0098] In a motor 250 drive mode, the inverter 420 con-
verts the DC current to the both terminals of the capacitor
C into an AC current for driving the motor 250.
[0099] The inverter controller 430 may control opera-
tion of the switching element in the inverter 420. For this,
the inverter controller 430 may receive the output current
i0 from the output current detector (E in FIG. 9).
[0100] The inverter controller 430 outputs the inverter
switching control signal Sic to the inverter 420 for con-
trolling switching operation of the inverter 420. The in-
verter switching control signal Sic, being a PWM switch-
ing control signal, is generated and output based on the
output current value i0 from the output current detector
(E in FIG. 9).
[0101] The output current detector (E in FIG. 9) may
detect the output current i0 flowing between the inverter
420 and the three phase motor 250, i.e., a current flowing
to the motor 250. The output current detector E may de-
tect entire output currents ia, ib, ic of respective phases,
or the output currents of two phases by using three phase
equilibrium.
[0102] The output current detector E may be positioned
between the inverter 420 and the motor 250, and a CT
(Current Transformer) or a shunt resistor may be used
for detection of the current.
[0103] If the shunt resistor is used, three shunt resis-
tors may be positioned between the inverter 420 and the
synchronous motor 250, or may have one terminals con-
nected to the three lower arm switching elements S’a,
S’b, S’c, respectively. In the meantime, use of two shunt
resistors by using the three phase equilibrium is also vi-
able. In the meantime, if one shunt resistor is used, it is
viable that the shunt resistor is arranged between the
capacitor C and the inverter 420.
[0104] The detected output current io, being a pulse
mode discrete signal, may be applied to the controller
430, and the inverter switching control signal Sic is gen-
erated based on the detected output current io. Descrip-
tion hereinafter will be made assuming that the detected
output current io is the three phase output currents ia, ib.
ic.
[0105] FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating the invert-
er controller in FIG. 9.
[0106] Referring to FIG. 10, the inverter controller 430
may include a axis transformation unit 310, a speed cal-
culator 320, a current command generator 330, a voltage
command generator 340, a axis transformation unit 350,
and a switching control signal output unit 360.
[0107] The axis transformation unit 310 receives the
three phase output current ia, ib, ic from the output current
detector E and converts the three phase output currents
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ia, ib, ic into two phase currents iα, iβ on a rest frame.
[0108] In the meantime, the axis transformation unit
310 may convert the two phase currents iα, iβ on the rest
frame into two phase currents id, iq on a rotary coordinate
system.
[0109] The speed calculator 320 may calculate speed
(ωr based on a position signal H of a rotor received from
a position sensing unit 235. That is, the speed may be
obtained by dividing the position signal with a time period.
[0110] In the meantime, the position sensing unit 235
may sense a position of the rotor of the motor 250. For
this, the position sensing unit 235 may include a hole
sensor.
[0111] In the meantime, the speed calculator 320 may
output a calculated position θr and a calculated speed ωr
based on the position signal H of the rotor applied thereto.
[0112] In the meantime, the current command gener-
ator 330 calculates a speed command value ω*r based
on the calculated speed ωr and a target speed ω, and
generates a current command value i*q based on the
speed command value ω*r. For an example, the current
command generator 330 performs PI control at a PI con-
troller 535 based on the speed command value ω*r which
is a difference between the calculated speed ωr and a
target speed ω to generate the current command value
i*q. Though the drawing illustrates a q-axis current com-
mand value i*q as the current command value, different
from the drawing, a d-axis current command value i*d
may also be generated, altogether. In the meantime, a
value of the d-axis current command value i*d may be set
to be zero.
[0113] In the meantime, the current command gener-
ator 330 may further include a limiter (Not shown) for
limiting a level of the current command value i*q so that
the current command value i*q does not exceed an al-
lowable range.
[0114] Next, the voltage command generator 340 gen-
erates d-axis, q-axis voltage command values v*d, v*q
based on the d-axis, q-axis currents id, iq pivoted to the
two phase rotary coordinate system at the axis transfor-
mation unit and the current command values i*d, i*q from
the current command generator 330 and the like. For an
example, the voltage command generator 340 may per-
form PI control at the PI controller 544 and may generate
a q-axis voltage command value v*q based on a differ-
ence between the q-axis current iq, and the q-axis current
command value i*q. And, the voltage command generator
340 may perform PI control at the PI controller 548, and
may generate the d-axis voltage command value v*

d
based on a difference between the d-axis current id and
the d-axis current command value i*d. In the meantime,
a value of the d-axis voltage command value v*d may be
set to zero matched to a case in which the d-axis current
command value i*d is set to zero.
[0115] In the meantime, the voltage command gener-
ator 340 may further include a limiter (Not shown) for
limiting a level of the d-, q-axes voltage command values
v*d, v*q so that the d-, q-axes voltage command values

v*d, v*q do not exceed allowable ranges, respectively.
[0116] In the meantime, the generated d-, q-axes volt-
age command values v*d, v*q are output to the axis trans-
formation unit 350.
[0117] The axis transformation unit 350 receives the
position θr from the speed calculator 320 and the d-, q-
axes voltage command values v*d, v*q and performs piv-
oting.
[0118] At first, the axis transformation unit 350 per-
forms pivoting from the two phase rotary coordinate sys-
tem to the two phase rest frame. In this case, the position
θr calculated at the speed calculator 320 may be used.
[0119] Then, the axis transformation unit 350 may per-
form pivoting from the two phase rest frame to a three
phase rest frame. With such pivoting, the axis transfor-
mation unit 350 outputs three phase output voltage com-
mand values v*a, v*b, v*c.
[0120] The switching control signal output unit 360
generates and outputs a PWM inverter switching control
signal Sic based on the three phase output voltage com-
mand values v*a, v*b, v*c.
[0121] The inverter switching control signal Sic may be
converted into a gate drive signal at a gate drive unit (Not
shown) and applied to gates of respective switching el-
ements in the inverter 420. According to this, the switch-
ing elements Sa, S’a, Sb, S’b, Sc, S’c in the inverter 420
perform switching operation.
[0122] In the meantime, another preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention suggests using the MOS-
FET as the switching element in the first boost converter
and the IGBT as the switching element in the second
boost converter for performing high efficiency power con-
version at the low load region and performing stable op-
eration possible at the high load region. An interleave
converter of such a configuration is illustrated in FIG. 11.
[0123] FIG. 11 is another exemplary circuit diagram
illustrating the converter in the power converter in FIG. 3.
[0124] Of the plurality of boost converters 410, FIG. 11
illustrates the first boost converter 410a and the second
boost converter 410b. Hereinafter, the boost converter
will be described taking the first boost converter 410a
and the second boost converter 410b as an example.
[0125] The first boost converter 410a may include a
first diode D1 having one terminal connected to the ca-
pacitor C, a first inductor L1 connected between the first
diode D1 and the rectifying unit 405, and a first boost
switching element S1 connected to the first inductor L1
and the first diode D1 in parallel. In this case, the first
boost switching element S1 may be an MOSFET switch-
ing element.
[0126] In the meantime, the second boost converter
410b may include a second diode D2 having one terminal
connected to the capacitor C, a second inductor L2 con-
nected between the second diode D2 and the rectifying
unit 405, and a second boost switching element S2 con-
nected to the second inductor L2 and the second diode
D2 in parallel. In this case, the second boost switching
element S2 may be an IGBT switching element.
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[0127] Though the MOSFET switching element has
advantages of fast operation speed and good power rec-
tifying efficiency, the MOSFET switching element has a
drawback of limitation of use at the high load region due
to a rated voltage lower than the IGBT switching element.
[0128] In the meantime, though the IGBT switching el-
ement has a high rated voltage enabling to perform stable
operation at a load region higher than the MOSFET
switching element, the IGBT switching element has a
drawback in that power rectifying efficiency is poor due
to an operation speed lower than the MOSFET switching
element.
[0129] If the power converter is used in the compressor
of the air conditioner which has large variation of the load,
and if any one of the switching elements is used selec-
tively, it may be difficult to perform operation which sat-
isfies both the low load region and the high load region.
[0130] In order to improve such a point, the present
invention suggests using both the MOSFET switching
element and the IGBT switching element. For this, the
interleave converter is used for operating respective
switching elements depending on the load.
[0131] For this, the converter controller 415 divides the
load of the voltage at both terminals of the capacitor C
into a low load region Ae1 (See FIG. 13), a high load
region Ae3 (See FIG. 13), and an intermediate load re-
gion Ae2 (See FIG. 13), and, according to the load re-
gions, controls to operate only the MOSFET switching
element S1 in the first boost converter 410a at the low
load region, controls to operate only the IGBT switching
element S2 in the second boost converter 410b at the
high load region, and controls the MOSFET switching
element S1 and the IGBT switching element S2 alter-
nately such that the first boost converter 410a and the
second boost converter 410b perform interleaved oper-
ation at the intermediate region.
[0132] In the meantime, the first boost converter 410a
and the second boost converter 410b are connected to
each other in parallel, and operable in a boost mode. The
boost mode operation will be described later with refer-
ence to FIGS. 15A and 15B.
[0133] And, the power converter 200 may further in-
clude an input voltage detector A for detecting an output
terminal voltage of the rectifying unit 405, an output volt-
age detector B for detecting an output terminal voltage
of the interleave boost converter 410, i.e., a voltage of a
DC terminal capacitor C, and a current detector F1 and
F2 for detecting a current flowing to the inductor L1 and
L2 in the interleave boost converter 410.
[0134] The input voltage detector A may detect an out-
put terminal voltage of the rectifying unit 405. For this,
the input voltage detector A may include a resistor device,
an amplifier, and so on. An input voltage Vc1 to be de-
tected, being a pulse mode discrete signal, may be in-
putted to the convertor controller 415.
[0135] The output voltage detector B, i.e., the DC ter-
minal voltage detector B may detect an output terminal
voltage of the interleave boost converter 410, particularly,

an opposite terminal voltage Vdc of the capacitor C.
[0136] The capacitor C is arranged between the invert-
er 420 and the load 205 for storing an output DC power
of the interleave converter thereto. Though the drawing
illustrates one device as the smoothing capacitor C, a
plurality of devices may be provided for securing device
stability. In the meantime, since a DC current is stored
in the capacitor C, the both terminals of the capacitor C
may be named as DC terminals or DC link terminals.
[0137] If the load is named to include the inverter 420
and the motor 205, it may be shown that the load 205 is
connected to the both terminals of the capacitor C in the
power converter as shown in the drawing. According to
this, the DC terminal voltage Vdc may be the same with
a load 205 voltage. The output voltage Vdc to be detect-
ed, being a pulse mode discrete signal, may be inputted
to the converter controller 415.
[0138] The first current detector F1 may detect a cur-
rent iL1 flowing to the first inductor L1 in the first boost
converter 410a, and the second current detector F2 may
detect a current iL2 flowing to the second inductor L2 in
the second boost converter 410b. For this, CTS (Current
Transformers), shunt resistors and the like may be used
as the first and second current detectors F1 and F2. The
input AC currents iL1, and iL2 to be detected, being pulse
mode discrete signals, may be inputted to the converter
controller 415.
[0139] In the meantime, the converter controller 415
may have a first converter controller 415a for controlling
the first boost converter 410a, and a second converter
controller 415b for controlling the second boost converter
410b.
[0140] The first converter controller 415a may calcu-
late the load based on the DC terminal voltage Vdc
sensed at the output voltage detector B, and the first in-
ductor current IL1 detected at the first current detector
F1. The first converter controller 415a may control a turn
on/turn off timing of the MOSFET switching element S1
in the first boost converter 410a if the calculated load falls
under the low load region.
[0141] In the meantime, if the calculated load falls un-
der the high load region, the first converter controller 415a
may output the calculated load to the second converter
controller 415b. According to this, the second converter
controller 415b may control a turn on/turn off timing of
the IGBT switching element S2 in the second boost con-
verter 410b.
[0142] In the meantime, if the calculated load falls un-
der the intermediate load, the first converter controller
415a may control a turn on/turn off timing of the MOSFET
switching element S1 in the first boost converter 410a,
and may output the calculated load to the second con-
verter controller 415b. According to this, the second con-
verter controller 415b may control a turn on/turn off timing
of the IGBT switching element S2 in the second boost
converter 410b.
[0143] In the meantime, different from the foregoing
description, the second converter controller 415b may
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also calculate the load based on the DC terminal voltage
Vdc sensed at the output voltage detector B and the sec-
ond inductor current IL2 detected at the second current
detector F2. And, if the calculated load falls under the
high load region, the second converter controller 415 may
control the turn on/turn off timing of the IGBT switching
element S2 in the second boost converter 410b.
[0144] The inverter 420 has a plurality of inverter
switching elements for converting the DC current Vdc
smoothened by the turn on/turn off operation of the
switching element into a three phase power va, vb, and
vc of a predetermined frequency and outputting the same
to a three phase synchronous motor 250. In this case,
the motor 250 may be a motor in the compressor.
[0145] The inverter controller 430 outputs an inverter
switching control signal Sic to the inverter 420 for con-
trolling switching operation of the inverter 420. The in-
verter switching control signal Sic, being a PWM switch-
ing control signal, is generated and output based on an
output current value io detected by the output current
detector (E in FIG. 9).
[0146] FIGS. 12A and 12B are block diagrams illus-
trating the converter controllers in FIG. 11, respectively.
[0147] FIG. 12A illustrates a block diagram of the first
converter controller 415a in FIG. 11. The first converter
controller 415a may include a current command gener-
ator 330, a voltage command generator 320, and a
switching control signal output unit 330.
[0148] The current command generator 330 may gen-
erate a d-, q-axis current command value i*d1, i*q1 with
the PI controller or the like based on the DC terminal
voltage Vdc detected by the output voltage detector B,
i.e., the DC terminal voltage detector B and the DC ter-
minal voltage command value V*dc.
[0149] The voltage command generator 320 generates
d-, q-axis voltage command value v*d1, v*q1 with the PI
controller or the like based on the d-, q-axis current com-
mand value i*d1, i*q1 and the detected first input current
iL1.
[0150] The switching control signal output unit 330 out-
puts a first converter switching control signal Scc1 to the
first boost converter 410a for driving the MOSFET switch-
ing element S1 in the first boost converter 410a based
on the d-, q- axis voltage command value v*d1, v*q1.
[0151] At the end, the first converter controller 415a
outputs the first converter switching control signal Scc1
to the first boost converter 410a for driving the first switch-
ing element S1 if the calculated load falls under the low
load region based on the DC terminal voltage Vdc de-
tected by the DC terminal voltage detector B, and the
first input current iL1 detected by the first current detector
F1.
[0152] Next, FIG. 12B illustrates a block diagram of the
second converter controller 415b in FIG. 11. The second
converter controller 415b may include a current com-
mand generator 315, a voltage command generator 325,
and a switching control signal output unit 335.
[0153] The current command generator 315 may gen-

erate a d-, q-axis current command value i*d2, i*q2 with
the PI controller or the like based on the DC terminal
voltage Vdc detected by the output voltage detector B,
i.e., the DC terminal voltage detector B and the DC ter-
minal voltage command value V*dc.
[0154] The voltage command generator 325 generates
a d-, q-axis voltage command value v*d2, v*q2 with the
PI controller or the like based on the d-, q-axis current
command value i*d2, i*q2 and the detected second input
current iL2.
[0155] The switching control signal output unit 335 out-
puts a second converter switching control signal Scc2 to
the second boost converter 410b for driving the IGBT
switching element S2 in the second boost converter 410b
based on the d-, q- axis voltage command value v*d2,
v*q2.
[0156] At the end, if the calculated load falls under the
high load region, the second converter controller 415b
outputs the second converter switching control signal
Scc2 to the second boost converter 410b for driving the
IGBT switching element S21 based on the DC terminal
voltage Vdc detected by the DC terminal voltage detector
B, and the second input current iL2 detected by the sec-
ond current detector F2.
[0157] FIG. 13 is a graph illustrating load regions of a
power converter.
[0158] The first converter controller 415a or the second
converter controller 415b may calculate the load on the
both terminals of the capacitor based on the DC terminal
voltage Vdc detected by the DC terminal voltage detector
B and the first and second input currents iL1 and iL2 de-
tected by the first and second current detectors F1 and
F2. In this case, the load may be electric power.
[0159] The first converter controller 415a or the second
converter controller 415b may determine that the load is
a low load if the calculated load is lower than a first electric
power level Pa, a high load if the calculated load is higher
than a second electric power level Pb, and an interme-
diate load if the calculated load falls between the first
electric power level Pa and the second electric power
level Pb.
[0160] According to this, the load may be divided into
a low load region Ae1, an intermediate load region Ae2,
and a high load region Ae3. In the meantime, in this case,
the first electric power level Pa and the second electric
power level Pb may be stored in a memory (Not shown)
in the power converter 200.
[0161] In the meantime, the first electric power level
Pa and the second electric power level Pb may be vari-
able with an operation condition, and the like. For an ex-
ample, if a highest load used for a predetermined time
period is below a predetermined value, the first electric
power level Pa and the second electric power level Pb
may be lowered.
[0162] FIGS. 14A to 14C are circuit diagrams illustrat-
ing operation of the power converter in FIG. 11, respec-
tively.
[0163] FIG. 14A illustrates operation of only the first
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boost converter 410a in the low load region.
[0164] If the calculated load is lower than the first elec-
tric power level Pa, determining that the load is the low
load, the first converter controller 415a or the second
converter controller 415b may control to operate only the
first boost converter 410a.
[0165] The MOSFET switching element S1 in the first
boost converter 410a is turned on by the first converter
switching control signal Scc1 from the first converter con-
troller 415a. According to this, a current is accumulated
at the first inductor for outputting energy accumulated in
the first inductor to the capacitor C when the MOSFET
switching element S1 is turned off.
[0166] Thus, by putting only the MOSFET switching
element S1 having a low rated voltage into operation in
the low load, the operation efficiency can be improved.
[0167] Next, FIG. 14B illustrates operation of the first
boost converter 410a and the second boost converter
410b in the intermediate load region.
[0168] If the calculated load falls between the first elec-
tric power level Pa and the second electric power level
Pb, the first converter controller 415a or the second con-
verter controller 415b may determine that the load is the
intermediate load, to control the first boost converter
410a and the second boost converter 410b to perform
interleaved operation.
[0169] The MOSFET switching element S1 in the first
boost converter 410a is turned on in response to the first
converter switching control signal Scc1 from the first con-
verter controller 415a. In this case, the IGBT switching
element S2 in the second boost converter 410b may be
turned off.
[0170] Next, when the MOSFET switching element S1
is turned off, the IGBT switching element S2 in the second
boost converter 410b is turned on in response to the sec-
ond converter switching control signal Scc2 from the sec-
ond converter controller 415b.
[0171] Thus, by controlling the first boost converter
410a and the second boost converter 410b to perform
interleaved operation in the intermediate load, the input
current ripple and noise can be reduced.
[0172] FIG. 14C illustrates operation of only the second
boost converter 410b in the high load region.
[0173] If the calculated load is higher than the second
electric power level Pb, determining that the load is the
high load, the first converter controller 415a or the second
converter controller 415b may control to operate only the
second boost converter 410b.
[0174] The IGBT switching element S2 in the second
boost converter 410b is turned on by the second con-
verter switching control signal Scc2 from the second con-
verter controller 415b. According to this, a current is ac-
cumulated at the second inductor L2 for outputting ener-
gy accumulated in the second inductor to the capacitor
C when the IGBT switching element S2 is turned off.
[0175] Thus, by putting the IGBT switching element S2
having a high rated voltage into operation in the high
load, stable operation is possible in the high load, too.

[0176] Eventually, efficient operation of the power con-
verter is made possible in a variety of loads by operating
the power converter using different types of switching
elements for respective loads. Particularly, efficient drive
of the compressor and the like having a large load vari-
ation is made possible.
[0177] FIGS. 15A and 15B are reference circuit dia-
grams for describing operation of the first converter in
FIG. 11.
[0178] FIGS. 15A and 15B illustrate the first boost con-
verter 410a operated in a boost mode.
[0179] FIG. 15A illustrates a current Ia flowing to a
closed loop constructed of the first inductor L1 and the
first boost switching element S1 if the first boost switching
element S1 in the first boost converter 410a is turned on.
[0180] According to this, energy is accumulated at the
first inductor L1 based on the current Ia. In this case, the
first diode D1 is not conductive.
[0181] FIG. 15B illustrates the first diode D1 become
conductive if the first boost switching element S1 in the
first boost converter 410a is turned off to perform a cur-
rent Ib to flow through the first inductor L1 and the first
diode D1. In FIG. 15A, the current Ib may be a sum of
the energy accumulated at the first inductor L1 and the
current based on the input AC power source 201.
[0182] That is, the first boost switching element S1 in
the first boost converter 410a is turned on/off, i.e., pulse
width modulated.
[0183] Since operation of the second converter is iden-
tical to ones illustrated in FIGS. 15A and 15B, detailed
description will be omitted.
[0184] Configurations and methods of the embodi-
ments of the power converter and the air conditioner hav-
ing the same in accordance with embodiments of the
present invention described herein are applicable, not
limited thereto, but the embodiments may be selectively
combined entirely or partly to construct various modifi-
cations and variations.
[0185] As has been described, the power converter
and the air conditioner having the same of the present
invention have the following advantages.
[0186] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the power converter and the air conditioner hav-
ing the same includes the interleave converter in which
the converter controller changes a number of operating
converters in the interleave converter based on a load
level of both terminals of the capacitor, permitting to en-
hance operation efficiency, not only at the low load re-
gion, but also at the high load region, and active variation
of the output voltage of the interleave converter with var-
iation of the load level of the both terminals of the capac-
itor which are output terminals of the interleave converter,
to enhance operation efficiency throughout entire load
region, enabling to drive a compressor or the like having
a large variation of the load, efficiently.
[0187] Especially, the control to operate only the first
converter in the interleave converter if the load level of
the both terminals of the capacitor is lower the first level
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enables to enhance the operation efficiency by removing
the switching loss caused by the second converter, and,
moreover, lower the DC power further enabling to enlarge
a width of the DC terminal voltage at the both terminals
of the capacitor.
[0188] In the meantime, by controlling to operate the
first converter and the second converter in the interleave
converter if the load level of the both terminals of the
capacitor is higher than the first level, stable operation
can be made in the high load.
[0189] And, the interleaved operation of the first con-
verter and the second converter enables to reduce the
input current ripple and the noise.
[0190] Eventually, efficient operation of the power con-
verter is made possible in a variety of loads by changing
a number of operating converters with loads by using the
interleave converter.
[0191] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the power converter and the air con-
ditioner having the same includes the interleave convert-
er in which the first converter includes a first switching
element of a first type and the second converter includes
a second switching element of a second type having a
rated voltage higher than the first type, thereby permitting
to operate the switching elements matched to a variety
of loads.
[0192] By operating the first switching element having
a low rated voltage in the low load, the operation efficien-
cy can be improved, and by operating the second switch-
ing element having a high rated voltage in the high load,
stable operation is possible in the high load, too.
[0193] And, the interleaved operation of the first con-
verter and the second converter in the intermediate load
enables to reduce the input current ripple and the nose.
[0194] The method for operating the power converter
and an air conditioner according to the foregoing embod-
iments may be implemented as code that can be written
to a processor-readable recording medium included in
the charging apparatus and can thus be read by a proc-
essor. The processor-readable recording medium may
be any type of recording device in which data can be
stored in a processor-readable manner.
[0195] Although preferred embodiments of the present
invention have been described with reference to the il-
lustrated drawings, it will be apparent to those skilled in
the art that the present invention is not intended to be
limited to the above-described embodiment and draw-
ings, and various changes or modifications may be made
therein without departing from the scope of the present
invention.

Claims

1. A power converter comprising:

a rectifying unit (405) configured to rectify an
input AC current;

an interleave converter (410) having a plurality
of converters and to convert rectified power to
a DC power and to output the converted DC pow-
er;
a capacitor (C) connected to an output terminal
of the interleave converter; and
a converter controller (415) configured to control
the interleave converter,
wherein the converter controller (415) changes
operating converters in the interleave converter
based on a load level of both terminals of the
capacitor.

2. The power converter of claim 1, wherein the plurality
of converters includes a first converter (410a) and a
second converter (410b), and wherein the converter
controller (415) is configured to operate only the first
converter (410a) when the load level of the both ter-
minals of the capacitor is lower than a first level, and
to operate the first converter (410a) and the second
converter (410b) when the load level of the both ter-
minals of the capacitor is higher than the first level.

3. The power converter of claim 2, wherein the convert-
er controller (415) is configured to control operation
of a first switching element of the first converter
(410a) when the load level of the both terminals of
the capacitor is lower than the first level, and to con-
trol operation of the first switching element and the
second switching element of the first and second
converters (410a, 410b) when the load level of the
both terminals of the capacitor is higher than the first
level.

4. The power converter of claim 3, wherein the convert-
er controller (415) is configured to control the first
and second switching elements of the first and sec-
ond converters (410a, 410b) to perform interleaved
operation.

5. The power converter of any of claims 2 to 4, wherein
the first converter (410a) in the interleave converter
(410) includes;
a first inductor (L1) connected to the rectifying unit
(405),
a first diode (D1) connected to an output terminal of
the interleave converter (410), and
a first switching element (S1) connected in parallel
between the first inductor (L1) and the first diode
(D1), and
the second converter (410b) in the interleave con-
verter (410) includes;
a second inductor (L2) connected to the rectifying
unit (405),
a second diode (D2) connected to an output terminal
of the interleave converter (410), and
a second switching element (S2) connected in par-
allel between the second inductor (L2) and the sec-
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ond diode (D2).

6. The power converter of any of claims 1 to 5, further
comprising:

an inverter (420) connected between the capac-
itor and a motor (250) and configured to convert
an output power of the interleave converter (410)
to an AC power and to output the AC power.

7. The power converter of any of claims 1 to 6, further
comprising a voltage detector (B) configured to de-
tect a voltage at both terminals of the capacitor, and
wherein the converter controller (415) is configured
to control operation of the interleave converter (410)
based on the detected voltage at the both terminals
of the capacitor.

8. The power converter of claims 5 or 6, insofar as re-
ferring to claim 5, further comprising a voltage de-
tector (B) configured to detect a voltage at both ter-
minals of the capacitor, and
wherein the converter controller (415) is configured
to calculate the load connected to the power con-
verter based on at least one of a current flowing to
the first inductor (L1) in the first converter (410a) and
a current flowing to the second inductor (L2) in the
second converter (410b), and the detected voltage
at the both terminals of the capacitor, and to control
operation of the interleave converter (410) based on
the calculated load.

9. The power converter of claim 2, wherein the first con-
verter (410a) in the interleave converter (410) in-
cludes a first switching element of a first type and
the second converter (410b) in the interleave con-
verter (410) includes a second switching element of
a second type having a rated voltage higher than the
first type.

10. The power converter of claim 9, wherein the convert-
er controller (415) is configured to control operation
of the first switching element of the first converter
(410a) if a load level of both terminals of the capacitor
is lower than a first level, and to control operation of
the second switching element of the second convert-
er (410b) when the load level of the both terminals
of the capacitor is higher than a second level which
is higher than the first level.

11. The power converter of claim 10, wherein the con-
verter controller (415) is configured to control oper-
ation of the first and second switching elements of
the first and second converters (410a, 410b) when
the load level of the both terminals of the capacitor
falls between the first level and the second level.

12. The power converter of any of claims 9 to 11, wherein

the first switching element includes a metal oxide
semiconductor field effect transistor, and the second
switching element includes an insulated gate bipolar
mode transistor.

13. The power converter of any of claims 2 to 12, insofar
as referring to claim 2, wherein the converter con-
troller (415) includes;
a first converter controller (415a) configured to con-
trol the first converter (410a), and
a second converter controller (415b) configured to
control the second converter (410b).

14. An air conditioner comprising:

a compressor (152); and
the power converter (200) of any one of the pre-
ceding claims.
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